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ASSET AND SHIPMENT TRACKING – THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR YOU? 
 

Companies looking to improve their supply chain visibility with in-transit visibility (Track and 

Trace / Asset and Shipment Tracking) are often faced with the challenge of clearly identifying 

exactly what is needed and consequently can find themselves caught up in expensive 

consultancy and / or enterprise-level solutions that are both difficult to implement and are not 

necessarily the right answer. 
 

The Challenges 

 
Supply chain visibility in terms of in-transit asset and shipment tracking has become an ever 

more critical priority for more and more businesses - a priority that has been enhanced recently 

with the supply chain disruptions resulting from the global COVID pandemic that put a literal 

spanner in the works for Just-In-Time (JIT) operations in particular. 

 

There are a significant number of large tracking solution providers (sometimes referred to as 

‘Real-Time Transportation Visibility Platforms’) that offer an enterprise-wide capability, linking 

data across the entire supply chain from order capture to carrier integrations to capacity 

planning to transportation planning and execution and right up to yard management.  These 

Enterprise solutions by their very scope are expensive and like any enterprise-wide information 

technology bring their own change management challenges. 

 

The merging of in-transit data from carriers to build a network of data providers can and does 

contribute to the enterprise-wide in-transit picture but it can be argued that this is tracking the 

truck, railcar, ship or aircraft and not the freight itself.  It is this sort of awareness that is needed 

when selecting a tracking solution for specific businesses and operations. 

 

The challenge faced by companies is how to determine the right tracking solution for their 

business. Are they able to process and exploit tracking information?  Will they get a ROI from 

the investment needed? Do you need to track all your freight all the time across all supply chain 

routes? Where would resources in terms of a tracking system be best deployed?  Is it best to 

handle tracking in-house or via a third party provider? 

 

How can SCT Technology help? 
 
SCT Technology has domain experience in asset and shipment tracking and we have our own 

tracking platform, CMA 3T, a proven solution which is being used today to track freight being 

moved across several African countries.  As well as knowing about tracking software and 

related operations we are also experienced in the selection of and use of AIT (Automatic 

Identification Technology) - in other words the barcode options as well as RFID and GPS 

sensors available for the actual tagging and identification of assets and shipments.  Our 

Founder and CEO, Eric Gill, has worked in the tracking specialisation of logistics for almost 20 
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years - prior to setting up SCT Technology he worked for the US company, Savi, and oversaw 

their international in-transit tracking programs. 

 

Our Offer 

 

A free assessment of your company's need for an in-transit tracking solution with: 

 

- A NDA exchange. 

- A short questionnaire. 

- Up to 4 hours of remote interviews with your nominated operations / logistic staff to 

explore and uncover your in-transit visibility issues (we’ll conduct a longer on-site assessment if 

you pay our travel expenses). 

 
Our report will identify four options and make a recommendation on how to proceed with asset 

and shipment tracking: 

 

• No current need to invest in a tracking solution – in other words a tracking solution is 

unlikely to give you a ROI. 

• Recommendation (with justification) for a deeper dive consultancy for which there would 

be a nominal charge. 

• Use of SCT’s CMA 3T platform to provide stovepipe In-Transit Visibility and ROI. 

• Referral to an Enterprise solution provider – which one and why. 

 

So, before you get in too deep with an Enterprise solution with the related costs, why not avail 

yourself of this free offer?  We are project-focused to solve visibility problems, if an Enterprise 

solution would suit your business better we’ll tell you, if our CMA 3T solution fits we’ll tell you 

why and then quote for an implementation that suits you best. 

 

Caveats (the small print) 

 

This is an offer of free but limited consultancy to assess and make recommendations in the 

logistics field of asset and shipment tracking.  We make no guarantees or commitments 

whatsoever with regards to the final report and its recommendations and we will ask you to 

acknowledge this should you engage us to undertake this work. 

 

Contact 

 

Eric Gill 

egill@sct-technology.com 

+44 7717 510852 

 

SCT Technology Ltd, 20-22 Wenlock Road, London, N1 7GU, United Kingdom 
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